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Spirit
worship in
different times

Inspired by God and the example
of Jesus to serve our community
by offering love and acceptance to
everyone.

From the Editor

Front photo: The sky above St. Peter
with the tip of the cross visible
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MINISTER'S REPORT...

Our first zoom service
November 22, 2020
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...REPORTS

https://www.stpeterscampbellriver.com/
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CHUCK'S CHATTER...
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REPORTS...
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REPORTS...
Financial Update
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REPORTS...
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REPORTS...
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WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING!
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WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING!
Noisy Offering

Drive-by Blessings on Feast of All Saints' Day
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WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING!

Advent Study by Zoom

Truckload Advent Out Reach for the Food Bank
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WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING!
Truckload Advent continued...

Worship Services - Advent, Christmas &
into the New Year
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WHAT'S HAPPENING...
The Primate's World Development & Relief Fund (PWRDF)
Christmas Cards

Consecration of our new Bishop
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ST. PETER IN THE COMMUNITY
Campbell River Caregivers
Support Group

Church Participation in Civic Services:
a Very Important Witness to the Community
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WHAT'S HAPPENING...
Grassroots Kind Hearts

Salvation Army Kettle Campaign
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LETTERS
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST...
Ideas for a Happy, Fun Time at Home
By: Jane Jennings
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST...
Set a specific time aside, put it on the calendar. Select a time when you will have minimal interruptions and are
alert mentally. Find your materials and have everything available. Give yourself a time limit and if you want more
time just carry on. The main point is to develop skills we may not have known we had, enjoy what you are doing,
and allow yourself to play. We can all learn new things when they have value to us. Good wishes on finding those
activities that really turn you on!
Let us know how you did in the next ‘Spirit’! You may help someone else. May you enjoy and have fun exploring
your new pursuits.

A Christmas Poem
By: Hilda Shilladay

Ah, friends, dear friends, as years go by and heads get gray, how fast the guests do go.
Touch hands, touch hands, with those that stay.
Strong hands to weak, old hands to young around the Christmas board touch hands,
The false forget, the foe forgive, for every guest will go
And every fire burns low and cabin empty stand.
Forget, forgive, for who may say that Christmas Day may ever come to host or guest again.
Touch hands,
Peace

A Child's Prayer
By: John Bannister Tabb

Make me,
Dear Lord, polite and kind
To everyone, I pray.
And may I ask you how to find
Yourself, dear Lord, to-day?
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST
Keeping in Touch with a Game
By: Pam Hedderson
An 87-year-old in our 26-unit complex made a game, “Washer Toss,”
for us to play. Those who can meet at 2:30 p.m., practice social
distancing, bring hot tea or iced tea and discuss recipes, the good old
days and have many laughs. We meet at 2:00 p.m. now because of
the earlier darker days with toques, mitts and sometimes blankets, but
still enjoy the socialization.
Editors Note: this looks like fun - with a couple of 2 x 4 pieces of wood,
some washers, a couple of PVC couplings, wood screws...maybe we
can come close to reproducing this project! Or...after several wrong
turns, maybe should look online for help! We are not so lucky as Pam,
to have an expert craftsman on site!

Reflections of Our History over the Last 100 Years
1914 to 1918 there was World War I. Twenty-two million people died in
that war.
There was the Spanish Flu Epidemic from 1918 to 1920. Forty million
people died in that epidemic.
1929 brought the great Depression.
In 1933 the world economy nearly collapsed. There was no government
assistance then.
Then came World War II in 1939. Seventy-five million people died in
World War II.
In 1950 the Korean War was followed by...
The Vietnam War in 1955,
The Cuban missile Crisis in 1962,
The SARS epidemic in 2003.
Now we have climate change.
And now we have COVID-19.
Today, hearing about companies that are re-engineering their workplaces so that they can provide PPE
products for workers gives hope. People are pulling together by providing food for the care workers and for
people who don't have any provisions. All news is not bad. Hearing about people who do for others, renews
the faith, I believe.
We can deal with this challenge by remembering to distance, wash our hands often and respect each other's
space. God Bless.
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST
Quentin's Quest - Keep on Being Appreciative
By: Quentin Dodd (Col.)

Hello, yet again, to my very dear friends at St. Peter in Campbell River, I just came back indoors from another
chilly and uncomfortable outing into a fall/winter storm in my adopted hometown, and I have to admit this is not my
favorite time in beloved Campbell River. It’s been a rather down, very grey day, strongly pounded by one of the
area’s habitual southeaster gales.
Everything blurred behind, or should I say through, the unerring and unrelenting rain-laden force, and it turned the
usual great pleasure I get from driving along the waterfront into another rather very different kind of experience;
although I must also acknowledge it’s hardly an unusual experience here at this time of year. This time though, it
also came hard on the heels of downer news from St. Peter and the community of Campbell River, as well as
elsewhere, in the face of COVID-19: No memorial parade(s) for Remembrance Day; no hymns of celebration in
the church for Harvest Sunday; no Harvest Supper to mark the gathering-in of homegrown produce; no
anticipation, in fact a ban, on carol singing in the church; and an increased lockdown on more and more people in
B.C. (and other parts of Canada, too) in the efface of a second, heightened wave of COVID-19 outbreaks.
No wonder I hear more and more about people suffering from “blue days,” feelings of unhappiness and perhaps
even Seasonal Affectedness Disorder (SAD). Some of the people I heard on the radio this morning, discussing
what they were encountering in the Lower Mainland, were literally in tears, describing what was going on within
their families and their much-reduced contact “bubbles.” It continues to be a very emotional time for a lot of people.
So, by the end of the first half of my outing into “the wilds” of Campbell River, it took a fair bit of mental effort and
gymnastics to remind myself that I still have an incredible amount for which to be grateful. I have enjoyed this
wonderfully privileged life for over 70 years; especially living in Campbell River for the past 40 years.
I think the psychological handstands started to take shape when I drove towards the shopping centre in Willow
Point, and saw an ambulance with full lights going across my path in the same direction at the bottom of Hilchey
Road. Moments later, I saw a uniformed police officer signalling to it, to turn into the parking lot at Willow Point
Hall. I was immediately struck by the happy thought that it wasn’t for me, immediately followed by a personal note
of how very blessed I have been with good health.
And that threw me back to memories of a marvellous childhood and upbringing in the twin beauty spots of
England’s Lake District and the British Isles’ Channel Island of Jersey, to the unbelievably advantaged education I
received before I went to work in the gorgeous Norfolk country and market town of King’s Lynn, to my successful
application to emigrate to Canada, and finally to my eventual steerage to Campbell River.
It also tossed me back to the thought that I should be expressing gratitude to all those who gave so much in two
World Wars, especially in World War II, so that my elder brother, Digby and I would have a life at all. I wasn’t born
until after the war, but Digby was born in 1942, when Hitler and the Nazis could have successfully invaded and
taken over Britain, as they did Jersey and the other Channel Islands. If that had happened, I have no doubt they
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ARTICLES OF INTEREST
Keep on Being Appreciative...
would have executed my father for his staunch opposition and resistance, as a member of the Armed Forces and
as a Member of Parliament since 1936.
Over and over again during my life, I was so generously and kindly given by God, unexpected friends and
supporters who have helped “see me through” and provided me with an upbeat or at least better, kinder, more
patient and understanding perspective. In the days around Remembrance Day I give thanks to them and to God
for them, even though, of course, a growing number of them have passed on ahead of me.
And, as if to bring the point home to me even more emphatically, I came home to discover a long “unplayed” CD
by one-time local and Vancouver singer and part-time song composer Joelle Rabu, a previous, talented, close
friend whose professional performing career I followed.
Joelle’s family, at one time, about 35 years ago, owned and ran Gourmet-by-the-Sea Restaurant and Resort in
Oyster River and she used to sing there before she became the acclaimed star of a musical stage production
about famed French chanteuse Edith Piaf. She had the same marvellous timbre to her voice and was also from a
French background. I enjoyed much, the very warm hospitality from the Rabu family at the restaurant whenever
Joelle showed up to perform and entertain there. It evolved into a whole group of touching and delightful
experiences for which I remain grateful and uplifted to this day.
I think in the final analysis this is what we all need to do: to concentrate on all the many different things for which
we need to be grateful, even in these difficult times when it’s sometimes not easy to look past, into the smiling and
comforting eyes of God – eyes that will never turn away.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Some of the following announcements have come from the weekly leaflet. The leaflet contains the weekly
service and parish news. The leaflets can be found on the church website:
https://www.stpeterscampbellriver.com/news

My phone number is 250-668-3701 and email is incumbent@stpeterscampbellriver.com. If it is urgent,
call any time. Non-urgent calls can be made on Wednesdays and Sunday afternoon.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wednesday afternoon
Wednesday evening

Christian Children's Choir (on hold until December 7 or...)
Power Squadron, in the hall (on hold until December 7 or...)

With Gratitude, the Diocese of British Columbia acknowledges that for thousands of years the Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth,
and Kwakwaka'wakw peoples have walked gently on the unceded territories where we now live, work, worship, and play. We
seek a new relationship with the first peoples here, one based in honour and respect, and we thank them for their hospitality.
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QUIZ PAGE!
A COVID Winter
by: Jane Jennings

Now in the time of a COVID Winter
I want to return to ultimate safety,
The dark, innermost comfort of the womb.
Continuous food, protection, energy
Moving freely, a secure bubble.
Constant disappointment from the world above,
My sacred space bombarded daily
With death, depression, man's inhumanity
The world's needs crush and overwhelm us.
Climbing into my womb of safety
I look at Jesus, who never flinched;
He took others troubles when they could not
Our protector, rescuer and friend.
Help me Lord, to be there for my neighbour
Even though, I would prefer, the womb.
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